The team of Universidad de Puerto Rico is planning to present the most interesting tour in Washington. The purpose and the message of the competition, the pride that the team has for their work, their house and their country are the elements that will be combined in order to give all the visitors an amazing and unique experience. The team will communicate through the tours the importance of renewable energy. The Delegation from Puerto Rico is going to show and explain their design in a accurate way, all the features and its benefits. The house tours will serve as a tool to persuade the people to believe in team’s mission:

To create societal consciousness about the sun as a technological, renewable, clean and feasible source of energy to satisfy present and future power needs for mankind.

Bienvenidos a Nuestra Casa, Su Casa

Flow of the Accessible Route Inside the House
Our biggest challenge is to make our visitors feel like they are at home. We want to let them know that it’s not necessary to loose the comfort of a home when using a solar energy source. The main characteristics of the house and our cultural values will allow us to say: “Welcome to our house, your home”.

Accessible Route Inside the House